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Abstract -The coefficient of recombination of the first electron is taken as an example for an atomic process embedded in a nonequilibrium anisotropic neutral plasma of stripped ions and electrons. The plasma is assumed to be in a stationary state of quasi-equilibrium with each particle species having three temperatures along each direction of space. Though this is a genuine problem of kinetic plasma theory the quasi equilibrium allows to make use of generalizations of the fluctuation-dissipation-theorem (FDT), which normally is only applied in thermal equilibrium, even up to this anisotropic nonequilibrium state.
1. -INTRODUCTION New approaches in the experimental study of inertial fusion made it interesting to focus on the physics of atomic processes embedded in a nonequilibrium plasma. Several beam-plasma-interaction experiments have been set up (see for example [I] ) to study the possibilities to deposit energy in a fusion plasma with the help of hot ion beams. To probe the properties of the plasma, like density and temperature of the different particle species, the rates of atomic processes like recombination or ionization have to be compared with their values in vacuum or in an equilibrium plasma. Normally once an anisotropic plasma has been generated by e.g. designating a certain axis or by geometry, at least the different particles themselves have reached an own temperature within one collision time. Switching on an external magnetic field changes the situation since the field tends to freeze the longitudinal degrees of energy and prevents equilibration between the transversal and longitirdinal temperature degrees. The second'step to equilibrium, the time to equilibrate the temperature of the electrons and of the ions (in the case of a fully ionized two component plasma) is much bigger because of the large ratio milme, the ions' mass divided by the mass of the electrons. A rather unusual way of maintaining an anisotropic nonequilibrium plasma is provided by electronic cooling of heavy ion beams in a storage ring (introduced by G.Budker [2] , see also [3] ). A circulating ion beam, with a large momentum spread, is mixed with a beam of cold electrons injected for some few meters of the ring. Thus the ions may haved reached an isotropic temperature via intra beam scattering. Since the electrons are generated very differently by emission from a heated cathode, they initially start with an isotropic Maxwell4istribution. To increase the efficiency of heat transfer they have to be accelerated to the mean velocity of the circulating ions. This quenches the electrons' momentum distribution to the form of a flat cylinder in the plasmas' frame of rest resulting in a dramatic anisotropy in the temperatures. Since "new" electrons are continuously provided by the cathode the anisotropy of temperatures in the plasma is kept up.
Of course in general it is not sufficient to describe a nonequilibrium plasma only by the diffe:.ent temperatures of its constituents even not along different axes. But after a certain time, at least when it makes sense to talk of the temperature of a single particle component, statistical theory has a powerful tool to relate the fluctuations of these pseudc-equilibrium states to the macroscopic response functions namely the dielectric tensor. Here it will be shown that by suitable definitions of the response functions and the correlators the FDT can be generalized to anisotropic nonequilibriurn states as well. The way the transition rates can be written down with the help of the dielectric response function in frequency and wave vector space, E ;~( W , & ) , even in the case of an anisotropic plasma, is the concern of the following.
-THE MACROSCOPIC COEFFICIENT OF ELECTRONIC RECOMBINATION
As an example of an atomic process coupled to a nonequilibrium but Maxwellian plasma the electronic recombination rate in an anisotropic homogeneous unmagnetized plasma of electrons (a = e) and stripped ions (a = i) with three different temperatures Tax along each cartesian axis A, X = x, y, z is taken. For a stripped ion in a plasma there are two possibilities to recombine, radiative recombination by emission of a photon and three-body recombination under participation of an additional ion or more likely an electron. Since the plasma is a many-body system both single particle and collective effects are expected to influence the recombination process. The theory presented here was used in an article of the same authors [4] , where it was applied to the electronic cooling of heavy ion beams. They are a generalization of the contributions of Y. Klimontovich 151 to atomic processes in nonequilibium plasmas.
The coefficient of electronic recombination a,,, is defined as
, n, (t)ni ( t ) .
Here n,(t) and n;(t) = n,(t)/Z are the electron and ion density, respectively, of a neutral plasma, where the rate of recombination is small.
To see what has to be changed while calculating transition rates in vacuum for later comparison with plasma calculations, let's sketch the pure atomic physics result for hydrogenic ions. Using the quasi-classical dipole oscillator strength one obtains (see for example [6] ) Since the result above clearly derives from first order perturbation theory the photon field couples to the recombining pair via a Planck-distribution of photon temperature T. For T 4 0 only the zero point fluctuations of the vacuum field are left for spontaneous transitions between the free hydrogenic states of relative motion energy Ep and the bound hydrogenic state of energy Em. The ground state -corresponds to El = 13.6Z2eV. For the total recombination rate all transitions of energy AwpN -to a certain shell m have to be summed up, while the relative momentum p = pv ( p is the reduced mass of the electron-ion pair and v its relative velocity) of the free particles has to be averaged over by a weight function f . This may be a Maxwell-distribution of a different temperature though different from the temperature T of the photon field. The constant A is 2.11 . 10-26m2.
-PLASMA EFFECTS ON RECOMBINATION
What has to be changed when looking for plasma effects on recombination? In addition to the photons in vacuum the charged particles of the plasma itself produce fields to drive transitions. Again this will be a kind of first order perturbation theory in the sense that a recombining pair or, for multiple charged ions, a neutral tupel of particles, is grapped out of the plasma and treated more or less exact, while the interaction with the rest of the plasma is considered as a small perturbation. In the frame of plasma theory this scheme is known as the test particle picture equivalent to a truncation in the hierarchy of kinetic equations called the polarization approximation. The plasma serves as a current source, j: , for the electric and magnetic fields E, (r, t) and B, (r, t) , respectively, in the plasma. On a macroscopic level the plasma is characterized by its dielectric response tensor E,, (w,b) which relates the fields to the sources via the linear Maxwell-equation of a medium, written down in frequency and wave vector space (w, &) (see for example [7] ):
In a homogeneous medium only the deviations 6 from the meanvalue over the ensemble are non zero, since both, the electric field and the current the particles produce, vanish on average.
Instead of going through the rather involved actual calculations on the microscopic level of plasma kinetics, a good starting point to catch up theory is looking at a transition probability w(T',T). Very much like Fermi's Golden Rule for a transition from a state I R) to a state I T'), these two kets describe the state of the set off tupel of particles before and after the transition, corresponding to a current J;(rl, T) but induced by the interaction of this tupel with the rest of the plasma [4] , 151:
The more familiar part is an energy conserving delta function testifying that the difference in energy
Em -E x . of the two states is carried away by an energy quantum fiw. The first part in square brackets is the fluctuation of the electromagnetic interaction potential 6V = -J 6 A for a non local vector potential A, (r, t) in a homogeneous plasma, but squared as usual in a transition probability. The vector potential is proportional to the electric field times clw in radiation gauge. Angular brackets remind of the averaging procedure over the different plasma ensembles. To understand the second term one has to think of the test tuple itself to move around in the plasma's frame of rest. Via this motion they are loosing energy, its amount being proportional to the imaginary part of the dielectric tensor. Therefore this is a generalized friction term. The zeros of the determinant of ASj(w,&) fixe the dispersion relation w(k) of the different plasma modes. Along the branches of the dispersion curve the transition probability is increased since both, the friction term and the correlator built by the fluctuating electric fields (via the Maxwell eq.(3)) contain the inverse of the tensor Aij(w,&). These modes are collective modes where many of the plasma particles are involved. The problem is now how to calculate the field correlator since, at least in principle, the dielectric tensor of the plasma and therefore the matrix hij (w,&) are accessible by experimental techniques.
Fluctuation-Dissipation-Theorem for Two Temperature Plasmas
Normally for calculating correlation function one has to go down to the the level of the microscopic kinetic equations. One way to avoid this is to apply the fluctuation-dissipation-theorem (FDT). It gives right a way connections between the macroscopic dissipation guided by the imaginary part of the dielectric tensor and the microscopic fluctuations in the plasma [8]:
The first of these two identities simply makes use of Maxwell's equation (3) expressing the field correlator in terms of the correlator of the source or test particle current. The second assumes, since the source current is additively composed of electronic and ionic sources, that only sources of equal particles are correlated. The second equation is the FDT normally used only for equilibrium states of one temperature T: the fluctuations of the source current may be derived from the imaginary part of the dielectric function up to a factor containing the energy in units of temperature: To gain further insight in how far the FDT is capable to deal with quasi-equilibrium states like two temperature plasmas or even anisotropic plasmas, one is forced to have a look at the microscopic level: the dielectric tensor may be calculated with the help of a quantum mechanical Vlasov equation neglecting two-particle collisions but taking account of the damping effects of the mean field (Landau-Damping, see for example 19)): the result for the imaginary part of an ideal homogeneous anisotropic plasma as well as the calculation of the source current correlator yield [4] , [lo] :
Here W: = 47rnaei /ma is the plasma frequency of a particle species a with the particle density n,, the charge e, and the mass ma, respectively. What is attracting our attention is the fact that not only the imaginary part of the dielectric function, but the source current as well is additive in the ions' and the electrons' contribution. This is a result of using a mean field approach like the Vlasov-equation. It also reveals the way the hyberbolic cotangens is formed: inserting for the momentum distribution f" (p) a Maxwellian form allows, with the help of the energy conserving delta function, to change the difference in sign between the two functions above, via the momentum independent "coth" factor. This means nothing but that the FDT can be generalized to two temperature nonequilibrium plasmas as welI. One only has to introduce the obvious abbreviation I m eyJ, the part of the imaginary part of the dielectric tensor that derives from one article species a only. The FDT reads now: .
This result can be already found in standard text books [ll] on plasma physics, though it is not very common. The form is very similar to the old FDT, but one has difficulties to measure the new quantity, the dissipative part of the response function, which only derives from one particle species a. What gives experiments a chance is again the big difference in mass between the ion and an electron. This may, even in nonequilibrium, guarantee that the branches of the dispersion relation are well separated.
Generalization of the FDT to Anisotropic Maxwellian Plasmas
The question is now, what about an anisotropic quasi-equilibrium state with six temperatures? Can one find a decomposition of the source current correlator and the imaginary part of t h e dielectric function so that the FDT remains valid even for an anisotropic nonequilibrium plasma? The first thing one has to do is to orientate the axis of the coordinate system along the three directions of anisotropy. Then the anisotropic Maxwell-distribution of the particles a should be of the form Clearly now the delta function 6(w -k ) is not sufficient to form an momentum independent factor like "coth" out of equation ( 5 ) , since different directions are weighted by different temperatures in the exponent of the Maxwell-distribution. The only way out of here is to lower ones demands by looking at the classical limit hw < min(Tai). Then the difference in the distribution functions f " ( p ) , shifted by a momentum itLhl2, equation (6), transforms into a derivative of the distribution function with respect to its argument while the sum of the two functions may be replaced by 2 f G(pJ up to this order in hw. As usual PA is the inverse temperature along direction A. It is exactly this sum over the different directions A, which gives a hint how to split the two functions again, the source correlator of the current and the imaginary part of the dielectric tensor. Therefore we define the further decompositions A of both quantities in the classical limit [4] :
From this the generalization of the FDT to the anisotropic case with six different temperatures, three for each non interacting particle species, is evident:
This division of the response coefficient and the correlator in the three A-components does not go along with a splitting into the three physical different components z, y and z: both functions contain the distribution function f(p) which includes all three space directions. Summation over A in the equilibrium case, namely for all temperatures T, ,T, and T, equal to T, allows to regain the usual form of the kinetic FDT in the classical limit. The delta function, as part of the correlator, unites the three different A-components to the transition frequency w. The factor PA is cancelled by the corresponding temperature TA . Thus we reached what we were heading for: the transition probability The two additive factors may be shown to be equal up to a factor TaA /(Aw) so that the second one can be omitted in the classical limit. By taking this limit the spontaneous transitions were discarded .
What is left is therefore the old Rayleigh-Jens energy density of a classical e~ectromagnekic 6eId now generalized to the anisotropic Maxwellian nonequilibrium case. The problem remaining is to get the quantity Im ~7 ; (w,k) out of an experiment, since the quantity you can measure is only the imaginary part Im E,, (w,k) itself. While in the case of a two temperature plasma the difference in mass between electrons and ions helped to distinguish the contributions Im E:, (w,k) (a = e,i), here no easy way could be found to manage that in the anisotropic case as well.
-THE RECOMBINATION COEFFICIENT
The recombination coefficient itself is a m,acroscopic quantity and therefore has to be calculated by summing over all bound states I n') of an hydrogenic ion/electron pair (for ions of charge Z = 1) and averaging over the initial free pairs' momenta ( a) =I %pi):
a r e , = 1 w(n,n')fe(pe)fi(pi) In principle the recombination coefficient is fairly easy to write down though the actual calculation is rather involved. Very often it is allowed to replace the current matrix elements of the atomic transition by a dipole approximation. Nevertheless since the plasma is anisotropic one has to average for example over such subtleties as the different impact directions of the plasma wave in respect to the scattering plane of the electron ion pair. The more crucial point is to deal with the integration along the dispersion curve. Though there is Landau damping of the collective modes one has to think of the variety of plasma modes in an anisotropic nonequilibrium plasma. As discussed in the introduction it would be interesting to generalize these results to a magnetized plasma, since most of the anisotropies result from external magnetic fields. This has to be done on the very level of kinetic theory starting with the kinetic equation for the source fluctuations. Here, in an ideal plasma, those particles were assumed to move only along straight lines. In a magnetized plasma this has to be changed to helical movement around the field direction.
